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ABCs of Black History, The
*Rio Cortez*
$14.95
Letter by letter, this book celebrates a story that spans continents and centuries, triumph and heartbreak, creativity, and joy.

All Are Neighbors
*Alexandra Penfold*
$18.99
When a new family moves in, the whole neighborhood comes together to celebrate their diverse community in this uplifting new book from the bestselling creators of *All Are Welcome!*

All Are Welcome
*Alexandra Penfold*
$6.99
Follow a group of children through a day in their school, where everyone is welcomed with open arms. A school where kids in patkas, hijabs, and yarmulkes play side-by-side with friends in baseball caps. A school where students grow and learn from each other's traditions and the whole community gathers to celebrate the Lunar New Year.

Alma and How She Got Her Name
*Juana Martinez-Neal*
$5.99
2019 Caldecott Honor Book If you ask her, Alma Sofia Esperanza José Pura Candela has way too many names: six! How did such a small person wind up with such a large name? Alma turns to Daddy for an answer and learns of Sofia, the grandmother who loved books and flowers; Esperanza, the great-grandmother who longed to travel; José, the grandfather who was an artist; and other namesakes, too. As she hears the story of her name, Alma starts to think it might be a perfect fit after all, and realizes that she will one day have her own story to tell. In her author-illustrator debut, Juana Martinez-Neal opens a treasure box of discovery for children who may be curious about their own origin stories or names.
Alma's Way: Junior's Lost Tooth
Gabrielle Reyes
$5.99
When Alma's little brother Junior loses his first tooth, everyone is super excited! Junior wants to put on a special presentation for the family. But then the worst happens – the tooth goes missing! Join Alma and her family as they go hunting for the tooth and try to save Junior's special day! Includes a sheet of stickers.

9781338862553

Battle Dragons: City of Speed
Alex London
$3.00
In a modern mega-city built around dragons, one boy gets caught up in the world of underground dragon battles and a high-stakes gang war that could tear his family apart.

9781338716580

Battle Dragons: City of Thieves
Alex London
$3.00
In a modern mega-city built around dragons, one boy gets caught up in the world of underground dragon battles and a high-stakes gang war that could tear his family apart.

9781338803181

Because of You, John Lewis
Andrea Davis Pinkney
$18.99
Ten-year-old Tybre Faw is obsessed with history and the civil rights movement, and he devours every book he can find on the subject. When he learns of Congressman John Lewis's harrowing and heroic march across the Edmund Pettus Bridge in the fight for the right to vote, Tybre is determined to meet him.

9781338759082
Big Nate: Payback Time!
Lincoln Peirce
$9.99
Look out, Big Nate fans - it's payback time! In this collection of Big Nate comics, Nate develops a mysterious allergy to Mrs. Godfrey, wages epic snowball fights with Teddy and Francis, and even takes a nervous newbie under his wing during detention. But after a disastrous run-in with Randy in the cafetorium, our hero faces a dreaded after-school showdown on the soccer field. Will Nate survive or get kicked around?

Blended
Sharon M. Draper
$7.99
Eleven-year-old Isabella's parents are divorced, so she has to switch lives every week: One week she's Isabella with her dad, his girlfriend Anastasia and her son Darren, living in a fancy house where they are one of the only black families in the neighborhood. The next week she's Izzy with her mom and her boyfriend John-Mark in a small, not-so-fancy house that she loves. It seems like nothing can bring Isabella's family together again – until the worst happens. Isabella and Darren are stopped by the police. A cell phone is mistaken for a gun. And shots are fired.

Booked (Graphic Novel)
Kwame Alexander
$12.99
Soccer, family, love, and friendship take center stage in this electrifying graphic novel by Kwame Alexander featuring art from Dawud Anyabwile.

Change Sings
Amanda Gorman
$18.99
This stirring picture book by presidential inaugural poet and activist Amanda Gorman reminds us anything is possible when our voices join together. As a young girl leads a cast of characters on a musical journey, they learn that they have the power to make changes – big or small – in the world, in their communities, and in most importantly, in themselves.
City of Dragons: Rise of the Shadowfire
Jaimal Yogis
$12.99
Grace and friends return for a new adventure in this second installment of the bestselling City of Dragons series!

Dragon Prince Graphic Novel #2: Bloodmoon Huntress
Nicole Andelfinger
$12.99
Fans won’t want to miss this original canon story set in the world of the Emmy Award-winning Netflix animated series The Dragon Prince.

Dragon Prince Graphic Novel #3: Puzzle House
Peter Wartman
$12.99
Fans won’t want to miss this original canon story set in the world of the Emmy® Award-winning Netflix animated series The Dragon Prince, with story by the creators of the series and of the New York Times bestselling Through the Moon.

Efrén Divided
Ernesto Cisneros
$3.00
Winner of the Pura Belpré Award. When Efrén's Amá doesn't return from work and is deported across the border, he must find the courage to reunite his family.

Federico and the Wolf
Rebecca J. Gomez
$7.99
With his red hoodie on him and his bicycle basket full of food, Federico is ready to visit Abuelo. But on the way, he meets a hungry wolf. And now his grandfather bears a striking resemblance to el lobo. Fortunately, Federico is quick and clever—and he just happens to be carrying a spicy surprise! Federico drives the wolf away, and he and Abuelo celebrate with a special salsa. Recipe included.
Freestyle
Gale Galligan
$3.00
From *New York Times* bestselling author Gale Galligan, a fun, high-energy graphic novel about friendship, family, and the last hurrahs of middle school.

Girl in the Lake, The
India Hill Brown
$7.99
Past and present mingle in this chilling ghost story from the author of *The Forgotten Girl*.

Girl With Big, Big Questions, The
Britney Winn Lee
$7.99
"Why can't people live on the moon?" "Can I be president when I grow up?" "What makes a person good?" These are just some of the questions that bubble forth from one little girl with twinkling eyes and a curious mind. When the girl finds that her big questions make some people uncomfortable, she stops. But then she learns that her questions can solve problems and that asking questions is how we learn and grow. Celebrate the spirit of curiosity and the joy of learning with this lively picture book about a persistent girl and her quest for knowledge.

Her Own Two Feet
Meredith Davis
$2.00
Rebeka Uwitonze was born in Rwanda with curled and twisted feet, which meant she had to crawl or be carried to get around. At nine years old, she gets an offer that could change her life. A doctor in the US might be able to turn her feet. But it means leaving her own family behind and going to America on her own. *Her Own Two Feet* tells Rebeka's inspiring story through her eyes, with the help of one of her hosts. She travels from Rwanda to Austin, Texas, to join the Davis family, despite knowing almost no English. In the face of dozens of hospital visits and painful surgeries, Rebeka's incredible bravery and joyful spirit carry her to the opportunity of a lifetime. A stunning debut about hope, perseverance, and what becomes possible when you take a risk.
This list represents most of the books that will be at the Book Fair. Some books may not be available and there may be some books—not in this Preview—sent as substitutes.

**History Book, The (DK Our World in Pictures)**
$19.99
From Stone Age tools to smartphones, explore the past through this picture-packed encyclopedia of incredible artifacts. With a collection of more than 1,000 amazing objects and historical photos, this is the ultimate museum in a book.

**Home for Meow: Kitten Around**  
*Reese Eschmann*  
$6.99  
Mama puts Granny in charge of the cat cafe, but Kira’s got so many great ideas to make her cat friends and customers happy. So, when Granny gives her the okay to take control, it’s Kira’s moment to make the Purrfect Cup extra purrfect. Will Kira be able to run everything smoothly, or will this weekend be a total cat-astrophe? Includes cat pencil top eraser.

**Hummingbird**  
*Natalie Lloyd*  
$8.99  
Bestselling author Natalie Lloyd returns with her most personal book to date, a story about a girl who refuses to let her brittle bone disease stand in the way of adventure.

**I Am My Ancestors’ Wildest Dreams**  
*Tanisia Moore*  
$19.99  
In a story that sizzles and soars, a young child discovers his place in a distinguished lineage. As he meets ten exceptional Black men – historical and contemporary heroes who have paved the way for his own future success – he internalizes and asserts their greatness. Just like them, he can reach his dreams. And just like him, you have big potential within you!

**I Am Ruby Bridges**  
*Ruby Bridges*  
$7.99  
*I Am Ruby Bridges* introduces this landmark story to young readers in a powerful new way.
I Color Myself Different
Colin Kaepernick
$3.00
When Colin Kaepernick was five years old, he was given a simple school assignment: draw a picture of yourself and your family. What young Colin does next changes his whole world and worldview, allowing him to embrace and celebrate his Black identity through the power of radical self-love and knowing your inherent worth. An inspiring, empowering true story of young Colin's journey of self-discovery that will inspire all young readers to be true to themselves and embrace who they are and how they can make their world a better, more equitable place.

Into the Heartlands: A Black Panther Graphic Novel
Roseanne A. Brown
$12.99
Shuri and T’Challa set out to remove a curse from Wakanda in this action-packed, totally original graphic novel!

JoJo’s Sweet Adventures: The Great Candy Caper
JoJo Siwa
$12.99
An all-new graphic novel adventure starring Nickelodeon superstar JoJo Siwa!

Justice Ketanji
Denise Lewis Patrick
$18.99
Ketanji Brown Jackson knew from the very beginning that "You can do anything. You can be anything." Driven by those powerful words and the love of her parents, Ketanji refused to let naysayers stop her from rising to the top, whether it was participating in her high school debate team, applying to her dream college, or excelling at Harvard. Her perseverance and her wits led her to become the first Black woman to become a U.S. District Judge and eventually the first Black female Supreme Court Justice. Ketanji’s remarkable journey proves how she is a Justice for all.
**Karma’s World: Daddy and Me and the Rhyme to Be**  
*Halcyon Person*  
$7.99

A humorous and heartwarming picture book from legendary musician Chris "Ludacris" Bridges about the special bond between father and daughter. Karma and her daddy love to make music together! Karma sets up the rhyme and daddy finishes it. Together, they’re the perfect team! But when it’s time for Karma to write her daddy a rap for his birthday all on her own, she can’t quite make it perfect. What rhymes with banana anyway? Told with heart and humor, Karma soon realizes that she never has to do anything alone as long as she has daddy by her side.

9781338865714

**Karma’s World: The Great Shine-a-Thon Showcase!**  
*Halcyon Person*  
$3.00

This chapter book series follows aspiring rapper and hip-hop artist Karma from the Netflix animated show! Karma and her friends are totally stoked for the MC Grillz concert in their neighborhood! But when the famous rapper’s bus breaks down and the show is cancelled, it's up to Karma to turn everyone’s frowns upside down.

9781338580730

**Loud House, The: No Bus, No Fuss**  
*Shannon Penney*  
$5.99

Oh, no! Some eighth graders are causing trouble on the bus. Now Lincoln and his friends have to find a new way to get to school. But it's too far to walk, and they don't have enough bikes. The kids need a plan! Can they think of a creative solution to their bully problem?

9781338847963

**Loud House, The: Old Friends, New Friends**  
*Daniel Mauleon*  
$5.99

Lincoln Loud is all set to visit Ronnie Anne and the Casagrandes in their home in Great Lakes City. But Lincoln soon discovers Ronnie Anne just wants to impress her new, big-city pals. Will their friendship survive?

9781338891478

**DISCLAIMER:** This list represents most of the books that will be at the Book Fair. Some books may not be available and there may be some books—not in this Preview—sent as substitutes.
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Mabuhay!
Zachary Sterling
$12.99
Can two kids save the world and work their family food truck? First-generation Filipino siblings JJ and Althea struggle to belong at school. To make matters worse, they have to help their parents run the family food truck by dressing up as a dancing pig and passing out samples. But when witches, ogres, and other creatures from Filipino folklore threaten their family, JJ and Althea realize that the folklore may be more real that they'd suspected. Can they embrace who they really are and save their family?

Miss Quinces
Kat Fajardo
$12.99
A funny and heartfelt coming-of-age middle grade graphic novel about a girl who would rather do anything other than celebrate her quinceañera!

Mommy's Khimar
Jamilah Thompkins-Bigelow
$5.99
A young Muslim girl spends a busy day wrapped up in her mother's colorful headscarf in this sweet and fanciful picture book from debut author and illustrator Jamilah Thompkins-Bigelow and Ebony Glenn. 'A khimar is a flowing scarf that my mommy wears. Before she walks out the door each day, she wraps one around her head.' A young girl plays dress up with her mother's headscarves, feeling her mother's love with every one she tries on. Charming and vibrant illustrations showcase the beauty of the diverse and welcoming community in this portrait of a young Muslim American girl's life.

More Than Peach (Bellen Woodard Original Picture Book)
Bellen Woodard
$6.99
When Bellen Woodard's classmates referred to "the skin-color" crayon, in a school and classroom she had always loved, she knew just how important it was that everyone understood that "skin can be any number of beautiful colors." This picture book spreads Bellen's message of inclusivity, empowerment, and the importance of inspiring the next generation of leaders. Bellen created the More Than Peach Project and crayons with every single kid in mind to transform the crayon industry and grow the way we see our world.
This list represents most of the books that will be at the Book Fair. Some books may not be available and there may be some books—not in this Preview—sent as substitutes.

**Nuestra América**  
*Sabrina Vourvoulias*  
$10.99  
Celebrate 30 influential Latines in U.S. history with this fully-illustrated anthology from the Smithsonian Latino Center.

**Parachute Kids**  
*Betty C. Tang*  
$12.99  
Feng-Li can't wait to discover America with her family! But after an action-packed vacation, her parents deliver shocking news: They are returning to Taiwan and leaving Feng-Li and her older siblings in California on their own. Suddenly, the three kids must fend for themselves in a strange new world—and get along. Thankfully, there are some hilarious moments to balance the stress and loneliness. But as tensions escalate—and all three kids get tangled in a web of bad choices—can Feng-Li keep her family together?

**Pedro and the Shark**  
*Fran Manushkin*  
$5.99  
Pedro is excited for his class trip to the aquarium. But his class disappears when he's not paying attention, leaving him alone with a shark!

**Pets Rule: My Kingdom of Darkness**  
*Susan Tan*  
$5.99  
Ember is no ordinary dog: he thinks he is an evil overlord, destined to rule the world. He enlists the help of the other pets in the house, like Smelly Steve the hamster and Neo the canary, to take over the neighborhood. Their first mission is defeating Masher, the mean squirrel who lives next door. Does Ember have what it takes to control of the neighborhood... and the world?
This list represents most of the books that will be at the Book Fair. Some books may not be available and there may be some books—not in this Preview—sent as substitutes.

**Pets Rule: Rise of the Goldfish, The**

*Susan Tan*

$5.99

Bubbles the goldfish wants to flood the town and make the whole world her fish tank! Ember and the other pets feel confident they can take down Bubbles until she assembles her own army of fish. Now there are fish everywhere! Will Ember and the other pets be able to stop Bubbles before she floods the local pool?

9781338756425

**Picture Day**

*Sarah Sax*

$13.99

Everyone knows the most stressful day of middle school: picture day! And that’s exactly where this yearbook-worthy graphic novel of reinventing yourself, drama, popularity, and the friends who see you through begins.

9781339041391

**Red: A Crayon’s Story**

*Michael Hall*

$3.00

A blue crayon mistakenly labeled as red suffers an identity crisis, until a new friend offers some needed perspective. A fresh approach to colors and feelings.

9781338110456

**Refugee**

*Alan Gratz*

$8.99

This tour de force from acclaimed author Alan Gratz tackles topics both timely and timeless: courage, survival, and the quest for home.

9781338878783

**Reina Ramos Works It Out**

*Emma Otheguy*

$4.99

Reina Ramos is excited about dressing up as Frida Kahlo for the class wax museum. Frida was a strong person like her mami and abuela, plus Reina has the perfect headband for the costume! But when her best friend Nora picks Frida first, Reina doesn’t know what to do. Who will she dress up as now? The story also contains several Spanish words, a glossary, and a list of famous people mentioned in the book.

**DISCLAIMER:** This list represents most of the books that will be at the Book Fair. Some books may not be available and there may be some books—not in this Preview—sent as substitutes.
Remarkably Ruby
Terri Libenson
$5.00
Ex-best friends Ruby and Mia discover what it means to come into themselves and maybe, come back to each other.

Rez Dogs
Joseph Bruchac
$7.99
From the U.S.'s foremost Indigenous children's author comes a middle grade novel in verse set during the COVID-19 pandemic, about a Wabanaki girl's quarantine on her grandparents' reservation and the local dog that becomes her best friend.

Secret Battle of Evan Pao, The
Wendy Wan-Long Shang
$3.00
Middle school can be a battlefield... From award-winning author Wendy Wan-Long Shang comes a poignant and timely take on prejudice, bullying, and claiming our own histories.

She Dared: Malala Yousafzai
Jenni L. Walsh
$2.00
Learn about Malala Yousafzai's incredible journey to becoming a world-famous advocate of girls' rights, education, and the youngest-ever Nobel Prize winner. This highly accessible and narrative biography includes full-color photos and educational info!
Speak Up!
Rebecca Burgess
$3.00
This touching coming-of-age middle grade graphic novel debut follows an autistic girl who finds friendship where she least expects it and learns to express her true self in a world where everyone defines her by her differences.

Sports Heroes Lebron James
$7.99
Discover LeBron James and follow his journey from high school basketball star to NBA legend.

Storyteller, The
Brandon Hobson
$7.99
From National Book Award finalist Brandon Hobson, a kaleidoscopic middle-grade adventure that mixes the anxieties, friendships, and wonders of a Cherokee boy's life with Cherokee history and lore.

That Girl Lay Lay: It's Time to #Slay
That Girl Lay Lay
$5.00
Alaya "Lay Lay" High is the latest teen influencer and role model to take over social media. She's a rapper, dancer, style icon, yoga-lover, and gardener. Find out all about Lay Lay and her incredible success, including her words of inspiration, goals for the future, and tips on how you can become confident and learn how to slay, just like Lay Lay!

That Girl Lay Lay: Positive Vibes Only
Andrea Loney
$6.99
This book is packed with Lay Lay's favorite things, from recipes to hairdos to nail designs. Necklace included.
Thunderous
M. L. Smoker
$3.00
If Aiyana hears one more traditional Lakota story, she'll scream! More interested in her social media presence than her Native American heritage, Aiyana is shocked when she suddenly finds herself in a magical world – with no cell coverage! – in this graphic novel.

9781338777748

Tryout, The
Christina Soontornvat
$12.99
From two-time Newbery Honoree and Kirkus Prize winner Christina Soontornvat, and stellar new talent, Joanna Cacao, comes a high stakes, highly-relatable graphic novel about courage and competition, friendship and belonging, and learning to feel comfortable in your own skin.

9781338741261

We Shall Overcome
Bryan Collier
$10.00
"We Shall Overcome" is one of the most recognizable anthems of the civil rights movement, widely performed at protests and rallies to promote nonviolent civil rights activism. Now, these inspirational, empowering, legendary lyrics are brought to life with the stirring, evocative, and breathtaking illustrations from Caldecott Honor recipient and nine-time Coretta Scott King Award winner Bryan Collier.

9781338540376

When Clouds Touch Us
Thanhha Lai
$18.99
Bestselling author Thanhhà Lai delivers the sequel to her National Book Award and Newbery Honor winning Inside Out and Back Again. This novel in verse picks up two years after Hà and her family's arrival in Alabama as refugees from the Vietnam War and follows them as they pursue a better life in Texas, inspired by the personal experience of the author.

9780063047006

Where Are You From?
Yamile Saied Méndez
$7.99
When a girl is asked where she's from – where she's really from – none of her answers seems to be the right one. Unsure about how to reply, she turns to her loving abuelo for help. He doesn't give her
the response she expects. She gets an even better one. Where am I from? You’re from hurricanes and dark storms, and a tiny singing frog that calls the island people home when the sun goes to sleep. With themes of self-acceptance, identity, and home, this powerful, lyrical picture book will resonate with readers young and old, from all backgrounds and of all colors – especially anyone who ever felt that they don’t belong.

**Who Was the Greatest?**  
*Gabriel Soria*  
$7.99  
Discover the story behind Muhammad Ali and the boxing match that captivated the world, the Thrilla In Manila, in this powerful graphic novel.

**You Are Enough**  
*Margaret O'Hair*  
$5.99  
From disability activist and model Sofia Sanchez comes this inspiring title about being yourself. It can be hard to be different – whether it is because of how you look, where you live, or what you can or can’t do. But wouldn’t it be boring if we were all the same? Being different is great! Being different is what makes you YOU. This book contains back matter with a brief bio of Sofia and her journey so far, as well as additional information about Down syndrome and how we can all be more accepting, more inclusive, and more kind.

**You Are Loved**  
*Margaret O'Hair*  
$7.99  
Families come in many different shapes and forms, but they all teach you how to be strong and show you how loved you are. Beginning with Sofia Sanchez’s adopted family, readers will meet families with two moms and two dads, families with single parents, and kids raised by grandparents, guardians, or older siblings. Big families, small families, extended families, blended families, and mixed race families, including parents with their own differences that make them unique, too.